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3.1

Client Brief

The brief was developed with the design team,
responding to the clients aspirations of a wellness
experience and acknowledging the physical, cultural and
environmental aspects of the existing site. Having
established and considered the scheme’s principles, the
brief was to create accommodations and environments
that uphold these identified values. The intention for the
scheme is to create buildings and experiences that ensure
all visitors benefit from the calm and engaging
environment of the site, incorporating wellness into all
facilities.

3.2

Masterplan Concept

The masterplan concept consists of an eco-therapy
wellness retreat that aims to provide a positive and
relaxing environment for the purposes of wellness and
recovery. The scheme utilises themes of clean and
renewable energy whilst providing an opportunity for local
involvement surrounding traditional craft. The proposal
includes a total of 324 accommodations, with various
ancillary buildings and ecological sites that will generate
produce and research within a rewilding programme that
will further enhance the naturally regenerated forest.

3.3

Adjacent Land Use

welcoming ‘embrace’ to all visitors. There are visitor drop
off facilities and all parking is discreetly screened by
existing and augmented landscape.
The masterplan also organises the site into various zones
to create differing character areas. There are three
typologies of tree-house and five types of villa, alongside
two ‘hotel’ blocks. The organisation of these facilitates
family groups and individual occupation equally. The tree
houses, along with other planned interventions on the site,
create opportunities to enjoy and explore the site in the
vertical dimension as well as the horizontal. The three
environments of the ground cover, under and over
canopies facilitate a widened experience of the landscape
and views beyond the site boundary. All take advantage of
the south facing slope of the majority of the site for
environmental amenity and orientation.
This masterplan was then developed and subsequently
evolved according to various environmental and site
specific considerations. Consecutive client discussions
ensured that the final draft was considerate of all aspects
of wellness, inclusivity, and access for all.

The entrance and arrival sequence make positive use of
the A Frame, with the public route placed far away from
the adjacent factory, pulling the visitor around the A Frame
to facilitate a 360 degree view and experience. The long
driveway to the reception building allows time and
distance from the main road in order to emphasise a very
different environment, and once on the site, vehicle
access is restricted to the reception area to promote a
clean and sustainable concept.
The entrance building acts as a screen and threshold –
the moment of moving from one world to another. It is
configured with a cranked wall of gabion baskets filled
with natural black stone, in reference to the previous mine
workings. The reception and visitor buildings ‘hang off’
this architectural device as a series of contemporary
pavilions. The cranked form can also been seen as a
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3.4

3.5

Masterplan Layout

Existing Tree Coverage

The valuation report by Walker Scott Ireland states that the
woodland areas of the site comprise of a mixture of mainly
young birch, willow and Scots Pine, which are all
estimated to be of less than thirty years in age and
established by natural regeneration. Alongside this, there
are also a number of smaller areas which comprise of
mature conifers, originally planted as screening of the
colliery site.

Tree coverage omitted, refer to 3.5 for existing tree cover and 5.1 for proposed
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3.6

3.7

Site Topography

The topography of the site is relatively varied and
significantly steep in areas. A survey from RPS revealed
various no-build zones that have been taken into
consideration when designing the masterplan in order to
keep substructure costs to a minimum and to correspond
with the concept of ‘light touch’.

Accommodation Proposals

The architectural attitude to the site involves a sensitive
approach to the existing, and wherever possible, buildings
will only lightly touch the ground, causing minimal
disturbance and environmental intervention. This will be
achieved through the use of raised platforms, columns
and pilotis. The villas follow this strategy of development.
Either connected or dispersed, they are organised in a
way that responds directly to the landscape and their
specific conditions ‘as found’. Those at the Southern end
of the site take the opportunity to peek outside of the trees
and dip their toes gently in the water – creating an
immersive experience of the Lugar Water.
The proposed materiality of the scheme is driven by both
sustainability and appropriateness to the landscape
context. Zinc and charred local timber reference the coal
and anthracite that was previously mined, whereas natural
timber cladding and accent buildings in corten respond
directly to context, and allow the vertical trunks of the silver
birch on site to be clearly seen and become an essential
part of the spatial layering and organisation. These
concepts of materiality will further be supported by a
green roof strategy to add areas of biodiversity, and
renewable energy systems such as photovoltaics and
geothermal power.
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All of the above is intended to be consistent with the brief
of a world class wellbeing destination, which also
supports local social programmes, food and produce
provenance, diverse and projective ecologies and a new
circular economy. The heritage of the site is further
reflected in the scheme through the use of form,
replicating the angular parametrics of the A Frame and
recalling the qualities of coal within many different aspects
of the scheme.
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3.8

Accommodation Types

Double Storey Villas

3.9

Treehouses

Public Buildings

Publicly accessible buildings are found throughout the site,

HTTPS://
VIMEO.COM/
566120815

HTTPS://
VIMEO.COM/
581144476

providing ample opportunity for local communities to
engage with, and benefit from the scheme. The three main
hubs, the reception, the productive landscapes and
projective ecologies, are all conceived as architectural
sculpture – as much land art as buildings. Their form (either
cranked or radial) celebrates their special nature, as they are
located sensitively in response to the existing landscape to
make the overall development legible – focal points on an
episodic journey. Within these hubs there is further
opportunity to celebrate local culture through the use of
various restaurants, vertical gardening, a distillery, and craft
therapy workshops.
The reception hub hosts a spa and wellness therapy centre
open to the public with the intention to promote wellbeing
that is accessible to all. The reception hub also includes a
mining museum and exhibition space that pays homage to
the site’s context whilst providing an educational opportunity
for visitors, and improving a local landmark for the
communities of East Ayrshire.

Stepped Villa

HTTPS://VIMEO.COM/585868748

Dance Studio and Yoga Terrace

HTTPS://
VIMEO.COM
/584799709

Lugar Water Spa

These publicly accessible hubs are intended to be
consistent with the brief of a world class wellbeing
destination, which also support local social programmes,
food and produce provenance, diverse and projective
ecologies and a new circular economy.

HTTPS://
VIMEO.COM/
566565980

The Forestry Room

HTTPS://VIMEO.COM/
566605685

Market Garden Block

HTTPS://
VIMEO.COM/
566123883

Lugar Water Villas

HTTPS://VIMEO.COM/566568388
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3.11 Projective Ecologies Hub

3.10 Productive Landscapes Hub

1

1.

Cosmetics Production

2.

Biomedicine and Research

3.

Jewellery Workshops

4.

Craft Therapy

5.

Vertical Farming

6.

Bar and Bistro

7.

Distillery and Tasting Bar

1.

The Forestry Room

2.

Café and Restaurant

3.

Flora and Fauna Research

4.

Habitat Management

5.

Fish and Invertebrates Research

6.

Biophillics and Vertical Farming

7.

Water Management and Education
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Filtration Pond
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